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SUMMARY 
The hypergeometrio funotions here considered depend upon N vsriablee, N 
numerator par8meters (eeoh associated with two variables), and one denomin8tor 
paremeter; for N=3, Srivaatava’a Hc is obtained. For even velues of N, 8 rether 
simple Eulerian integml representation of these functions is found. A few partioular 
o8aes 8re mentioned. 
1. The hypergeometric function of three varkbles Ho, defined for 
sufficiently small values of the variables by 
(1.1) Hc(%B,Y;c;%y,4= 2: 
(a, k+i)(B, i+j)(y,j+E)ztyjzr 
f.l.k (c, i+j+k)i!j! lb! 
with 
(1.2) (a, $4 = r(a +P)/w 
as usua.1, was introduced by SRNASTAVA, who gave [S] the Eulerian 
integral representation 
(1.3) 
i 
-,;/ ,~--lvs-lp -,)c-~-1(1 -q-e-1(1 -uq-fl x 
x (1-ux-vy-uz+uvy+U2zx)-Ydudv. 
Considering the symmetric rtppearanoe of the series one might, with other 
hypergeometric functions in mind, conjecture the existence of a more 
symmetric integral. Indeed, JOSHI [4] ha.s given a symmetric integral 
over the unit cube; its integrand, however, contains Elo itself. There 
appears to be no symmetric Eulerian integral with elementary integrand 
for Hc. 
As 8 comment upon this we now consider certain hypergeometrio 
functions of N variables which generalize Hc end show that, for even 
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values of N these functions do possess symmetric Eulerian integral 
representations with elementary integrand. 
2. The definition of the hypergeometric functions oonsidered follows; 
summation limits 0, 00 are understood, and for oonvenience we introduce 
ko=knr. 
I 
Hp’(al, a2, . . ., aN; c; xl, 32, . . ., x~) = 
P-1) = )IN (cs il kP)Yl @% k/J-1+&J “Nk,!l* 
To justify this we have to prove that the region of convergence D does 
not reduce to a single point. This is trivially true if the series terminates. 
Otherwise, Stirling’s formula implies that D is identical with the region 
of convergence for the series 
fl= kl*:kN [(.il 4Jp1 w,-*+w Islk~/kp!~; 
and from the elementary inequalities 
i!j!5(i+j)!s2$+1i!j! 
it follows that 
FB(~, 1, . . . . 1; 1; 1x11, . . . . IzNI)$BIPB(~, 1, . . . . 1; 1; l&:11, . . . . 14~~1). 
The region of convergence for Lauricella’s PB is the N-dimensional unit 
cube (cf., e.g., [I, 8 371). Consequently, the series in (2.1), if non- 
terminating, is convergent if 
(2.2) b-&l4 ,u=l, 2, *a-, N, 
and divergent if one of the variables has absolute value greater than 
unity. This result is sufficient for our purpose; an exact determination 
of the region of convergenoe is provided by HORN’S theorem [3], the 
complexity of which, however, increases considerably with N. 
Obviously, the function Ho(a) is the Gaussian hypergeometric function 
.$‘I with variable ~1 +x2, while II@) is Ho detied by (1.1) ; moreover, 
H&4) is the function Ki6 studied by EXTON [2]. The functions Ho(N) 
are themselves members of a class of hypergeometric functions introduced 
by SRIVASTAVA and DAOUST [7, Q 41. 
When some of the variables are taken equal to zero, Ho(N) reduces 
to a simpler hypergeometric function ; reduction formulae are readily 
derived from (2.1). For instance, reduction to FB takes place when no 
two conseoutive variables (cyclically counted) are non-zero. Other ex- 
amples of reduction are mentioned in subsequent sections. It should be 
noted that an He(N) with XN = 0 does not reduce to an H@+l). 
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3. It is now assumed that N equals an even number 2M. In this case 
there is a symmetric Eulerian integral representation with elementary 
integrand : 
i 
F4~l w2p-1) 
w-4 
Hyqa1, . . . . f&M; c; Xl, . ..) 2&!&f) = 
(3-l) 
i 
=Ji~J[l-~Iup]ro-lx 
x fi {u&f2p-1-l(l- 3x2iI-1-u,+l~)-~cEu,}, 
c-1 
where 
(3.2) TM={(uI, . . . . u,): 01~1 A . . . A o$uM AU~+...+U~~}, 
(3.3) 
and 
(3.4) uiw+1= Ul . 
The integral is analytio if 
(3.5) Re (c-(w)>O, Res-,>O, p=l, . . . . M, 
and the x-variables are restricted so that the factora containing them are 
analytic throughout T 1~ ; a sufficient condition for this is 
(3.6) Rexnr<l, m=l, . . . . 2Jf, 
and the integral thus provides an analytio continuation into this domain 
at least. The following proof is valid with the additional condition (2.2). 
Expanding 
we find that the right-hand member R of (3.1) takes the form 
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where 
m-4 f/r mj+1+hp-3+ &u l) t-1 
Inserting this expression we find that R in fact equals the left-hand side 
of (3.1). This completes the proof. 
4. The case N =4 deserves partioular consideration. From (3.1) it 
follows that Hc@), which is the same as KM in [2], has the Eulerian integral 
representation 
( qal) Q%)qc-~l--as) r(c) q+z1, az, as,a4; c;a, X2,% x4)= 
(4.1) 
i 
=JJ u"1-1tP3-y l-u- #-%-~3--l( 1-ux~--Kc$% x 
T2 
~(i-~~~-~~)-a~a~a~; 
this representation is simpler than (2.10) in [2]. If we take ~4 = 0, the 
function H@) reduces to the function Pr studied by SARAN [5], and 
(4.1) then yields his representation of this function [5, eq. (3.12)] as a 
particular case. 
The transformation of Euler’s type 
( (1 -x~)~e(l-z4)=4Hp(ul, u2, a$ u4; c; 21, z2, x3, x4)= 
(4.2) Xl X2-51 x8-x4 x4 c--al-e, az, us, ~4; c;-, - 1 g-l l-xl'~'&i 
follows from (4.1) by transformation to an integral over T2 with new 
variables v and u’ = 1 ---u-v. 
The reduction formula referred to in section 2 reads 
(4.3) H$'(ul, az, as,a4; C; x1, 0, x3, 0) =Fs(uI, ~2, u2, a4; c; xl, x3:9). 
Other reduction formulae are 
(4.4 Hij)(al, UZ, as, ~4; ~;~~,~~,O,O)=~~(a2,al,~~;c;~~,~2), 
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which is an immediate consequence of (2.1), and 
(4.5) Hj-jyUl, u2, u3, a4; c; x, y, y, X)=F1(wta4, a, as; c; x, y), 
which follows from (4.1). 
5. For N> 4 we shall content ourselves by mentioning briefly some 
particular cases of (3.1) with N= 6 which involve functions introduced 
by EXTON [2] ; transformations of Euler’s type do not appear to exist 
for N>4. 
Taking x5 = xs = 0 in (3.1) for N = 6 we obtain the representation 
2 
kl.....kp @, h+k2+kS+k4) 
(5-l) 
x JJJ ual-1 m-1 wwl( 1 - u - 2) - w)c-al-a3-+1 x 
3 
x ( 1 - ux1- vxpz ( 1 - w?& - wx4)-a4 oh dv dw ; 
the series is recognized as EXTON'S Kis. In a similar way we deduce 
Eulerian integral representations for Kis and Kss defined in [2] by taking 
x4 =x6 = 0 and xs = xs = 0, respectively. A representation of FS due to 
SARAN [5, eq. (3.10)] follows from (5.1) when xs or xs is equated to zero. 
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